narrative poems have often been as neglected as the friends who Adonis claims await his arrival. One reason these texts typically have not attracted the critical attention lavished on their author's Sonnets, as Colin Burrow aptly suggests, is that the narrative poetry is "long on rhetoric, void of biography."
1 Since about 1980, however, conflicting professional values have complicated critical responses to the narrative poems, justifying the longstanding tendency to overlook them and encouraging intense scrutiny. On the one hand, a widespread predisposition among Shakespeareans to privilege drama over lyric-a habit that at its most polemical and pernicious conflates lyric poetry, New Critical analysis, and aesthetic hermeticism in a conveniently hypostasized version of the bad old days-has supported continuing neglect. Yet on the other hand, the focus on gender in both poems and on republicanism in The Rape of Lucrece has led many critics to examine these narratives more closely, while a flurry of interest in "A Lover's Complaint" has stirred study of the other nondramatic poems as well. The volume at hand and two other recent scholarly editions-Burrow's The Complete Sonnets and Poems and a revised edition of John Roe's volume-are poised to intensify and extend attention to this section of Shakespeare's oeuvre.
2
The fine edition edited by Katherine Duncan-Jones and H. R. Woudhuysen is literally and intellectually hefty. A companion to Duncan-Jones's Arden3 edition of the Sonnets and "A Lover's Complaint," 3 it opens on an introduction of more than one hundred pages that devotes particular attention to literary and cultural sources and analogues, contemporary reception, and afterlife. The introduction is followed by the texts of the clearly canonical poems, accompanied by comprehensive glosses and by the texts of attributed poems, with unusually thorough and impressively learned evaluations of their authorship. The three appendices provide textual analyses that are considerably more substantial than their counterparts in other scholarly editions of these poems, lengthy excerpts from principal sources, and a photographic facsimile of the entire volume in which the poem sometimes known as "The Phoenix and the turtle" appears.
Shakespeare's Poems maintains the high standards of the Arden series in many ways, firmly establishing this book among the principal scholarly editions for the poems it contains. Among its many contributions is its thorough and often very original research. Rather than merely rounding up the usual suspects, its editors interpret these poems in relation to a wide range of materials, from literary texts like the work of Robert Parry 4 to cultural writings such as The Noble Art of Venery, emblems, and woodcuts. This extensive work on visual analogues and sources, 490 which extends earlier discussions in Roe's volume and Ian Donaldson's The Rapes of Lucretia, will be of particular interest to critics today, given the contemporary turn to visuality.
5 Duncan-Jones and Woudhuysen are not, of course, the first to link "Love's Martyr" to the life of John Salusbury, but here too their thoroughness generates some new interpretations, such as their disagreement with the common assumption of a marital subtext. Another result of the scholarship impelling this volume is its editors' strong case that one of the shorter poems-the epitaph on the Stanley tomb in tong, Shropshire-is by Shakespeare himself.
Among the book's other principal strengths is its emphasis on cultural contexts, including some that have been underestimated by other critics. Despite Burrow's insistence that we should stop positing the plague as the "onlie begettor" of the narrative poems, Duncan-Jones and Woudhuysen powerfully and persuasively argue that the plague influenced these texts in often-overlooked ways, as in references to infection, which reflect a common belief that sexual sins were among the sources of plague. Other offerings include wide-ranging literary history and close textual analysis; for example, its editors make some fine points about types of repetition in Venus and Adonis. The extensive and generally persuasive textual notes also comment in detail on stylistic issues, from tarquin's use of monosyllables to variations in rhyme schemes.
Shakespeare scholars will be indebted to the editors not only for fine textual and editorial work but also for a number of astute interpretations. to winnow one instance from many: the book analyzes how narrative poetry provides opportunities for characterization unavailable in the theater. Some other points are thought-provoking, if debatable. The jury is still out on the suggestion that only "Thenos," the second half of "The Phoenix and the turtle," is by Shakespeare, but the editors offer some useful visual evidence, here as elsewhere exemplifying the achievements of our contemporary emphasis on conditions of publication in relation to the materiality of the text. Yet the determined, even bold, independence has its downside: certain assertions within this edition are shaky. That the two principal narrative poems are connected in numerous ways is evident; but I do not find those links as extensive as the editors claim. Moreover, their commitment to twinning these siblings generates a problematic decision to discuss the poems in tandem, rather than consecutively. That structure is perhaps one reason for another regrettable determination: the issue of republicanism, relevant to Lucrece but not Venus and Adonis, garners only a paragraph while the plague and other political contexts receive much more extensive attention.
Another problem is the introduction's repeated assertion that in Shakespeare's rendition Collatine is essentially presented as blameless; but lines 10 to 35 surely challenge that distinction. In addition, Lucrece's refusal to blame her husband suggests more about that wronged woman's loyalty and ignorance of events preceding the rape than about her husband's behavior. Similarly, replacing the delicate and shifting balance of sympathies in Venus and Adonis with an interpretation that essentially defends the reluctant Adonis, the editors repeatedly explain his behavior by suggesting that he is not a young man but a "child" (58, 59), "pre-pubertal" (60), and an instance of "little-boy vulnerability" (60). virtually hairless cheeks do not establish a young man as an asexual child (as many adolescents desperately trying to grow a beard would aggressively insist); in any event, this analysis would have been strengthened by more attention to the complexities of age-related categories in this period. But such qualifications in no way deny that this edition is a major achievement that happily complicates our pedagogical and scholarly choices. Deciding which edition to assign or recommend to graduate students and advanced undergraduates will not be easy. Financial considerations may play a part; Arden is to be applauded for offering this paperback for $14.99. Which poems are included and the interpretive stances behind those choices may also help to determine which edition we suggest; in particular, Duncan-Jones's commitment to the idea of a "Delian structure" is reflected in the fact that "A Lover's Complaint" is paired with the Sonnets in her edition, while Roe's belief that the connections between those poems has been overstated is reflected in an edition that prints the "Complaint" with the narrative poems. As scholars, we will want to consult each of these editions regularly ourselves, turning to them for their respective strengths. Burrow's magisterial Complete Sonnets and Poems offers the most acute analyses of literary and thematic issues-although the other contenders are strong in this central respect as well-with a valuable if sometimes overstated defense of the poems' significance. Among the many virtues of Roe's major edition is his learned commentary on intellectual contexts and an independent challenge to the often-unchallenged links between the Sonnets and "A Lover's Complaint." We are especially indebted to Duncan-Jones and Woudhuysen for their comprehensive and original work on texts, attributions, and afterlife; a wide-ranging and thoughtprovoking critical introduction; invaluable glosses; and much else that contributes to our understanding of these poems. Reviewed by Jyotsna G. Singh
One of Dympna Callaghan's aims in Shakespeare's Sonnets is to move beyond "an undue degree of interpretive mystification especially by those who have been looking to decode a hidden meaning about Shakespeare's life" (xi). Engaging with the Sonnets rather than with their author, Callaghan embarks on a well-guided and illuminating journey through the shifting emotional, psychic, and linguistic terrain of these poems. While the book does not purport to uncover any "secrets" of the Sonnets, it nonetheless charts a many-layered palimpsest of meanings, evoking enigmas of emotional complexity, even while it works to "elucidate and
